### Commercial Vehicles
- G.V.W. - Gross Vehicle Weight
- Small Commercial (Pickups) - on the Value System

### Passenger Vehicles
- 1/2 of 1 Percent of the Base Price of the Vehicle
- Fee Depreciates 10%, Per Year for 3 Years

### Vehicle Registration Tax
- Passenger - Value System
- Commercial - Weight System

---

*Note: The text on the right-hand side is not legible.*
MTF Distribution

- Foundation
- Vehicle Tax Collections
- Uniform Local Levy
- Local Primary Levy
- Primary Levy
- Between Counties

MTF Distribution

1 cent = STF Bridges
3 cents - Regular Formula Distribution

1997 - 4 cent Gas Tax Increase

The Details
Background: Build Michigan

- Increased MDOT's bonding capacity by powersaving capitol
- Does not increase user fees
- Incentives to_ready or begin construction projects
- Transportation system
- Governor Engler's vision for improving Michigan
  - Announced in 1992

MDOT Dollars

- Trust
- Improve Roads
- Match Federal Aid
- Fund Operations
- Routine Maintenance
- STF & CTE

MTF Distribution

- Population
- Local Mileage
- Major Mileage
- Between Cities
Build Michigan

Innovative programs for the future

Funding

Economic development

Support community initiatives

Reduction of crime and vandalism

Improve safety along Michigan's highways and local roads

Develop Michigan (2001-2006)

Provide access to capital

Accelerated program delivery


Provide access to capital

Support community initiatives

Reduction of crime and vandalism

Improve safety along Michigan's highways and local roads